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Abstract
There are many clever ways of connecting Python and C code together, but pyserf is 
not one of those. It is just a short script that parses a module outline and produces an 
idiomatic template for a C extension providing the same signatures, so all you need 
to do is write the bits that actually do stuff.
1. Introduction 
As stated in the abstract, there are a whole lot of ways to connect Python to C.  I 
don't know much about them, so I wrote my own.  Twice actually.  More on that 
later.
1.1 Approaches to binding C to Python
One way to classify extension techniques is which language interface they focus 
upon.  You can call  then  C-centric (or  C++-centric, etc.,  but it  does not read so 
well), or Python-centric.  A C-centric system is more likely to provide you with an 
interface like the I/O parts of the standard library’s os module – lots of functions and 
mysterious constants inherited verbatim from libc – while a Python-centric system 
might produce something explicable on the outside – like the file built-in type – but 
full  of  bizarre  hacks`  internally.   Most  systems  attempt  to  break  this  down and 
become  glue-centric –  becoming  very  useful  but  somewhat  stuck  in  their  own 
assumptions.
1.1.1 Examples of C-centric and Python-centric techniques
SWIG is the archetype of a C-centric interface. Ctypes is Python-centric.  Boost and 
Pyrex are each in their ways more glue-centric.
2  Where pyserf fits in.
Pyserf  is  a  tiny project  that  creates  a  C source  template  from a python  file,  by 
traversing  the  Python  syntax  tree  and  picking  out  the  signatures  of  classes  and 
functions.  The code it produces is similar to that which would be produced by a 
human following the official extension writing tutorial. It is thus Python-centric, in 
that the interface is entirely defined by a Python outline, and also C-centric, in that it 
writes clean unsurprising C.  To achieve this it completely abandons the pretence of 
gluing or translating anything.  The C module will compile (and pyserf will create a 
Makefile and a setup.py to help), and it will import, and every callable will work 
exactly as expected, except that it won’t actually  do anything. Pyserf is for people 
who are comfortable in Python and in C, but not in the boilerplate that is needed to 
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bind them.  It does no magic, just boring work.  Hence its name, placing it on the 
lowest rungs of Pyrex’s kingdom.
2.1 Example
If you had a file “frog.py” containing the following code, which you will find does 
nothing:
"""Frog and Pelican recognition module"""
class Spotter:
    """This class can tell you whether an image contains a frog or a
    pelican.  In the case of frogs, it can tell you how many there
    are."""
    
    def __init__(self, buffer):
        """buffer should be a PIL image buffer"""
    def contains_pelican(self):
        "does the picture depict a pelican? (boolean)"
        return answer
    def count_frogs(self, tadpoles):
        """How many frogs in the picture? If tadpoles is true, 
        they are counted too."""
        print "code here is ignored, except returns and __doc__."
        return int_frogcount
def defrog(buffer, tadpoles):
    """Remove any frogs and optionally tadpoles 
    from a given image"""
running pyserf.py frog.py will produce a file “frog.c” containing the following 
(excuse Openoffice’s formatting): 
#include <python2.6/Python.h>
#include "python2.6/structmember.h"
/**********************************************************************/
/* headers.                                                           */
/**********************************************************************/
typedef struct {
    PyObject_HEAD
    /* XXX define frog.Spotter objects here. */
} frog_Spotter_object;
static PyObject *frog_defrog (PyObject*, PyObject*);
static void Spotter___dealloc__ (PyObject*, PyObject*);
static PyObject *Spotter___init__ (PyObject*, PyObject*);
static PyObject *Spotter_contains_pelican (PyObject*, PyObject*);
static PyObject *Spotter_count_frogs (PyObject*, PyObject*);
/**********************************************************************/
/* functions and methods                                              */
/**********************************************************************/
/* frog_defrog (binds to frog.defrog) */
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/* Remove any frogs and optionally tadpoles from a given image 
*/
static PyObject *
frog_defrog (PyObject *self, PyObject *args)
{
    PyObject *buffer;
    PyObject *tadpoles;
    if (!PyArg_ParseTuple(args, "OO", &buffer, &tadpoles))
        return NULL;
    /* XXX your code here */
    return Py_BuildValue("");
}
static void Spotter___dealloc__ (PyObject *self, PyObject *args)
{
    self->ob_type->tp_free((PyObject*)self);
}
/* Spotter___init__ (binds to Spotter.__init__) */
/* buffer should be a PIL image buffer 
*/
static PyObject *
Spotter___init__ (PyObject *self, PyObject *args)
{
    PyObject *buffer;
    if (!PyArg_ParseTuple(args, "O", &buffer))
        return NULL;
    /* XXX your code here */
    return Py_BuildValue("");
}
/* Spotter_contains_pelican (binds to Spotter.contains_pelican) */
/* does the picture depict a pelican? (boolean) 
*/
static PyObject *
Spotter_contains_pelican (PyObject *self, PyObject *args)
{
    PyObject *answer;
    /*no arguments to parse (using METH_NOARGS) */
    /* XXX your code here */
    return Py_BuildValue("O", answer);
}
/* Spotter_count_frogs (binds to Spotter.count_frogs) */
/* How many frogs in the picture? If tadpoles is true, they are 
*/
/* counted too. 
*/
static PyObject *
Spotter_count_frogs (PyObject *self, PyObject *args)
{
    int frogcount;
    PyObject *tadpoles;
    if (!PyArg_ParseTuple(args, "O", &tadpoles))
        return NULL;
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    /***  ignoring these lines of python  ***/
    /*         print "code here is ignored, except returns and __doc__." */
    /***  finished ignoring  ***/
    /* XXX your code here */
    return Py_BuildValue("i", frogcount);
}
/**********************************************************************/
/* method binding structs                                             */
/**********************************************************************/
/* bindings for frog */
static PyMethodDef top_level_functions[] = {
    {"defrog", (PyCFunction)frog_defrog, METH_VARARGS,
    "Remove any frogs and optionally tadpoles from a given image"},
    {NULL}
};
/* bindings for Spotter */
static PyMethodDef Spotter_methods[] = {
    {"contains_pelican", (PyCFunction)Spotter_contains_pelican, 
METH_NOARGS,
    "does the picture depict a pelican? (boolean)"},
    {"count_frogs", (PyCFunction)Spotter_count_frogs, METH_VARARGS,
    "How many frogs in the picture? If tadpoles is true, they are"\
    "counted too."},
    {NULL}
};
/**********************************************************************/
/* type definition structs                                            */
/**********************************************************************/
static PyTypeObject frog_Spotter_type = {
    PyObject_HEAD_INIT(NULL)
    0,                                             /*          ob_size */
    "frog.Spotter",                                /*          tp_name */
    sizeof(frog_Spotter_object),                   /*     tp_basicsize */
    0,                                             /*      tp_itemsize */
    (destructor)Spotter___dealloc__,               /*       tp_dealloc */
    0,                                             /*         tp_print */
    0,                                             /*       tp_getattr */
    0,                                             /*       tp_setattr */
    0,                                             /*       tp_compare */
    0,                                             /*          tp_repr */
    0,                                             /*     tp_as_number */
    0,                                             /*   tp_as_sequence */
    0,                                             /*    tp_as_mapping */
    0,                                             /*          tp_hash */
    0,                                             /*          tp_call */
    0,                                             /*           tp_str */
    0,                                             /*      tp_getattro */
    0,                                             /*      tp_setattro */
    0,                                             /*     tp_as_buffer */
    (long)Py_TPFLAGS_DEFAULT | Py_TPFLAGS_BASETYPE, /*         tp_flags */
    "This class can tell you whether an image contains a frog or a"\
    "pelican.  In the case of frogs, it can tell you how many there"\
    "are.", /*           tp_doc */
    0,                                             /*      tp_traverse */
    0,                                             /*         tp_clear */
    0,                                             /*   tp_richcompare */
    0,                                             /*tp_weaklistoffset */
    0,                                             /*          tp_iter */
    0,                                             /*      tp_iternext */
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    (struct PyMethodDef *)Spotter_methods,         /*       tp_methods */
    0,                                             /*       tp_members */
    0,                                             /*        tp_getset */
    0,                                             /*          tp_base */
    0,                                             /*          tp_dict */
    0,                                             /*     tp_descr_get */
    0,                                             /*     tp_descr_set */
    0,                                             /*    tp_dictoffset */
    (initproc)Spotter___init__,                    /*          tp_init */
    0,                                             /*         tp_alloc */
    (newfunc)PyType_GenericNew,                    /*           tp_new */
    0,                                             /*          tp_free */
};
/**********************************************************************/
/* initialisation.                                                    */
/**********************************************************************/
#ifndef PyMODINIT_FUNC
#define PyMODINIT_FUNC void
#endif
PyMODINIT_FUNC
initfrog(void)
{
    PyObject* m;
    if (PyType_Ready(&frog_Spotter_type) < 0)
        return;
    m = Py_InitModule3("frog", top_level_functions,
        "Frog and Pelican recognition module");
    if (m == NULL)
        return;
    Py_INCREF(&frog_Spotter_type);
    PyModule_AddObject(m, "Spotter", (PyObject *)&frog_Spotter_type);
}
Then, as a programmer wanting to write a Python extension in C, you go to all the 
places marked “XXX your code here” and insert your code, which deals only with C 
values and only has to produce C values, so long as you stick to the API that you 
defined for yourself in the template.
2.2 Problems
Areas where pyserf does not excel:
• Pyserf can’t patch an existing C file.
• The Python AST interface changes regularly.
• It doesn’t handle every case.
• It doesn’t actually do anything.
2.3 Advantages
It is only 500 lines of code.  Even with a huge bugs to lines ratio, it mostly works.
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